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Basis for Payload

EuD4TEA

According to Tribble, a spacecraft at 1 AU from the sun will receive a
1 MeV proton fluence of less than 1011 mm-2 from a large solar event.
Likewise, 1 MeV proton fluences in the Earth’s radiation belts and the
Earth-Moon-Sun Lagrange points will be even less than the 1011 mm-2
value from large solar events.
For this reason, materials like europium tetrakis dibenzoylmethide
triethylammonium (EuD4TEA) with a half brightness fluence (N1/2) of
about 2.8 x 1010 mm-2 is a likely candidate for use as a personal proton
fluence sensor for astronauts in vehicles flying in near earth space.
For this reason, the authors decided to fly an experiment on a CubeSat
to see if it would work.
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•

• EuD 4 TEA is one of the brightest
triboluminescent materials currently
known:
- Novel organic metallic compound.
• Emits a bright orange fluorescence that
can be seen in daylight.
• Potential candidate for active element in
smart luminescent radiation and
damage sensors.
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Half Brightness Fluence
•
•

The term half brightness fluence (N1/2) was coined as a consistent figure
of merit to evaluate the effectiveness of a material to emit fluorescence
as a function of radiation fluence.
Birks and Black (1950 and 1951) showed experimentally that
fluorescence efficiency of anthracene bombarded by alpha particles
varies with total fluence.
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• Empirically derived from existing experimental data.
• The Birks and Black relation describes the deterioration of fluorescence
for “most” materials irradiated with protons over the last twenty years.
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• Mission was designed to gain
basic knowledge and skill set
for launching a picosatellite to
pave way for future projects.

• Mission was designed to
develop a cutting-edge CubeSat
communications platform to
improve data gathering.

• Current mission was designed to test
the effectiveness of a EuD4TEA-based
sensor (ARMOR) to monitor incident
protons in Earth orbit:

• Launched - April 17, 2007 from
Baikonur, Kazakhstan as part
of the Dnepr Space Launch
Program on a Dnepr rocket.

• Launched - November 19, 2013
from the NASA Wallops Island
Flight Facility in Virginia on an
ELaNa-4 rocket.

- A student-built Geiger counter will be
used to monitor exposure.

• Create a communications link
for low and high speed
communications.

• Local educational outreach
combined with deployable solar
panel using radio.

EuD4TEA Proton Irradiation
Images of an irradiated EuD4TEA sample listed by frame number.
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• Still images taken from a NAC GX-1 high speed camera:
– 500 Hz frame rate with a camera area of 96 x 96 pixels.
– Total of 29,096 frames of collected images.
• EuD4TEA powder sample was irradiated by a 3 MeV proton beam:
– Beam current of 40 nA current with a diameter of a few millimeters.
– Source of protons was the 5SDH-2 Pelletron accelerator at UL Lafayette.
• Luminescence is getting dimmer as a function of proton fluence:
– EuD4TEA N1/2 was measured to be 2.8 x 1010 mm-2 for 3 MeV protons.

•

•

What is CAPE?

The Cajun Advanced Picosatellite Experiment (CAPE) is a nonprofit
organization that develops and builds small satellites along with a host of
other aerospace related systems such as high-altitude balloons and sensor
buoys.
Located in the College of Engineering at the UL Lafayette.

ARMOR: Astronaut-Wearable
Radia5on Meter for Opera5on
in Poten5al Radia5on
Environments
10 x 10 x 10 cm 1U CubeSat

• The secondary mission is to take
pictures of the earth using active attitude
control for stabilization, as well as
getting grade schools interested in
space science.
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Side view of triboluminescent
circuit setup
Solar Panels

Expected Launch:
Launch Provider:
Launched Site:
Status:

Sometime in 2018
To be determined
Likely NASA Wallops Island Flight Facility, Virginia.
Currently undergoing production and manufacturing, with
testing beginning soon.

Conclusions and References
• EuD4TEA with a N1/2 of about 2.8 x 1010 mm-2 is a likely candidate
a proton fluence sensor for astronauts in vehicles flying in near
earth space.
• The ARMOR payload is being developed for the CAPE-3 CubeSat
mission will use EuD4TEA as the active element for a novel
radiation sensor for space applications:
- This payload will launch in 2018.
• Plans are being made now for future CAPE satellites that could
look at the triboluminecence proterties of EuD4TEA to detect
impacts in space.
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